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Chapter One
1. Why did Clive's mum not want a pet? (page 9)

*Because they cost too much money; make too much mess; are too much trouble*

2. Why did Jade want a pet? (page 9)

*She's mad about animals*

3. How did Jade try to persuade mum? (page 11)

*She made notes of the good qualities different animals have*

Chapter Three
4. Look at pages 25, 26 and 27. Hamsters are “nocturnal”. What do you think this means?

*Active at night and asleep during the day*

Chapter Four
5. When does the Bubble Trouble start?

*Page 30, when Bubble escapes from his cage*

6. Find the list of words on page 31. What do all these words mean?

*Gone.*

Chapter Six
7. What does Jade say you must make sure to do if you have a hamster? (page 54)

*Shut the cage door properly; remember to feed; don’t dress them in dolly clothes*